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The results were not homogeneous states that seems to have
been impossible everywhere but rather states with clearly
dominant ethnosectarian majorities. Soon after Slovenia
declared its independence, the federal military attacked the
republic but quickly retreated in defeat at the hands of
Slovenian militia forces. National Center for Biotechnology
InformationU.
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Given these problems, Helsinki Watch welcomed the suspension
of five million dollars of U. Media spectacle can make centres
out of extremes Only a few years ago, UK media treated UKIP
and Farage as marginal parties rather than part of the core of

political options where Labour, the Conservatives and the
Liberal Democrats belongedgiving them and the Green Party
broadly similar coverage. It hardly needs stating that,
whatever else might be said of this outcome, it did not tend
to improve the position of the remaining minorities.
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the conflict drags out, this will spread. No politician with a
UK-wide remit began their post-referendum remarks with the
kind of messages to EU citizens that Nicola Sturgeon or Sadiq
Khan addressed to their electorates in Scotland and London.
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